1* Introduction* In a previous paper [2] the writer formulated a simple algorithm for testing a polynomial to see if all of its roots were in the interior of the unit circle. Polynomials of this type were termed Schur polynomials. The importance of such polynomials rests on the fact that a linear difference equation with constant coefficients is stable if and only if the characteristic polynomial is of Schur type. The test given in [2] follows. 
Then f is a Schur polynomial if and only if: (i) \cj>\e o \, (ii) Rf is a Schur polynomial.
In a series of papers John Miller [4, 5] has extended this algorithmic test for Schur polynomials. Miller's tests determine the "type" of a polynomial, that is, the number of roots inside, on, and outside the unit circle.
The present note was prompted by the works of Pisot and Vijayaraghavan about what may be termed powerful numbers [1, 6, 7] . A number greater than one is powerful if its mth power is nearly an integer in the sense that the discrepancy vanishes as m becomes infinite. Proof. Given the polynomial / of degree n let
The operation /depends, of course, on the stated value of n because
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a polynomial of degree n is also of degree n + 1. Then operation R may be defined as
First suppose that / is of type (i, k). Then for n = ΐ + fc and
The strict inequality here is justified by the fact that / does not vanish on the circle. Inequality (4) permits application of Rouche's theorem. Thus zRf and cSf have the same number of roots for \z\ < 1; moreover zRf has no roots for \z\ = 1. Hence Rf has i -1 roots for \z\ < 1.
Since |cj > \c Q \ it is seen from (2) that the leading coefficient of Rf does not vanish. Thus Rf has a total of n -1 roots.
Conversely suppose Rf is of type (£ -1, fc). If /(^') = 0 at a point 3' on the unit circle then Jf(z') = 0 because |/(z)| Ξ \Jf(z)\ on the unit circle. Then (3) would demand that Rf(z r ) -0. This contradiction shows that / can not vanish on the unit circle. Thus the inequality (4) again holds and it again follows from Rouche's theorem that / and zRf are both of type (i, k) . This is seen to complete the proof.
Algorithm B. Let f be the polynomial
and let Sf be a polynomial of reduced degree defined as Proof. This is a corollary of Algorithm A. To see this let F = Jf. Then F is of the form
Moreover the zeros of / and F are inverse points relative to the unit circle. Thus / is of type (i, k) if and only if F is of type (k, i). Applying Algorithm A to P shows that / is of type (i, k) if and only if RF is of type (k -1, i). Inspection of (2) and (5) shows There follows an example of the use of these algorithms to show that a polynomial / is of type (3, 1) .
Thus RRSf is of type (1, 0) , RSf is of type (2, 0) , and Sf is of type (3, 0) . Thus / has three roots inside the unit circle and one root outside. Also /(I) < 0 so it is apparent that / has a positive root a > 1. Hence a is a powerful number.
To give a numerical evaluation of a and its powers it is relevant to introduce the Newton sequence {S m } defined as where a l9 a 2 and a B are the conjugate roots of a. As Newton showed: By continuity it follows that if ε is a sufficiently small positive number and θ is in the range 1 -e < θ < 1 then f θ is also of the type (n -1,1). However Algorithm B x applies to f θ . Thus Sf θ has all n -1 roots interior to the unit circle. As θ->1 we see that Sfβ-*Sf. By a well known lemma of Hurwitz it follows that the roots of Sf θ approach the roots of Sf. Thus Sf has at least n -1 roots in the closed circle \z\ ^ 1. Conceivably Sf=0 but from (5) it is seen that Sf= -c*f+c n jf.
Hence if f(z r ) = 0 we have /(«") = 0 where z' and z" are inverse points. But there is only one root for \z\ > 1 so there is only one root for 0 < \z\ < 1. However f(z) Φ 0 for % = 0 or \z\ = 1 so / is of degree 2. This contradiction shows that Sf does not vanish identically and that Sf has n -1 roots. Thus the leading coefficient c n c* -ctc n _ ι does not vanish.
Given a polynomial / of degree n let a polynomial Tf of degree w + 1 be defined for a real constant β as 
Proof
The constant coefficient of Tf is βc 0 and the coefficient of z n+1 is e n . Since |/3c o | > |cj Algorithm B is applicable to I 7 /. The coefficient of z n of SΓ/ is c' n given by (6) . But e' % Φ 0 so ST/ has w roots. Thus Γ/ is of type (n -1, 2) if and only if STf is of type (n -1,1). This is seen to complete the proof. / is o/ έ^/pβ (w -1, 1) if and only if:
Proof. If / is of type (n -1,1) then Lemma 1 proves relation (i). Since (i) holds it follows that d Φ 0. It is then obvious that β can be chosen to satisfy (7). Thus Lemma 2 applies because of relation (i) and the fact that if β satisfies (7) then condition (6) holds. Lemma 2 states that STf is of type (n -1,1). The constant coefficient of STf is
To apply Algorithm B x to STf we must have (9) K|>K|>0.
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In other words
Dividing by \c n c 0 \ gives the equivalent relation (7). Thus Algorithm B x applies and shows that SSTf is of type (n -1, 0). Conversely suppose (i) holds and that SSTf is of type (n -1, 0) for some β which satisfies (7). Then (9) holds and Algorithm B x shows that STf is of type (n -1,1). Lemma 2 then proves / is of type {n -1,1).
5* An example of a powerful unit* In the search for powerful numbers attention can be restricted to the case \c o \ ^ \c n \ because e % = 1 and c 0 is an integer. If |c o | > \c n \ we have seen that Algorithm B x applies. The case |c o | = \e n \ = 1 is now to be treated. An algebraic integer is said to be a unit if its reciprocal is also an integer. It is seen therefore that we are searching for a powerful number which is a unit.
To apply Algorithm C it is necessary to choose β so as to satisfy (7). Since the coefficients are integers it is seen that d is an integer. It is convenient then to choose β an integer according to the following rule. It may be checked that this rule insures that inequality (7) is satisfied. Various other rules are also feasible.
As an example consider the polynomial
To apply Algorithm C first note that d = cjc o -c 3 /c 4 = 4. So choose β = 3 and Γ/= (z + 3)/so 6* Crude algorithms* The tests for polynomial type just given are both necessary and sufficient but always require n steps. The. next algorithm gives a sufficient condition for a polynomial to be of type (i, k) . In many cases this test requires only one or two steps. 
